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AUTUMNAL WAM AGAINST CENSORSHIP SAYS: PLEASE 
DISTRIBUTE WITHIN REMOTE NORTHERN TERRITORY 
INDIGENOUS TOWNSHIPS. 
  
 
 
 
 



INTERSTITIAL BESTIARIES  
In the tradition of San Fran’s ‘Baitline’, Interstitial Bestiaries slops on in to fill the void created by 
the queer street press, military-industrial-GLBT complex, and fetish media. Volunteer run, 
Interstitial Bestiaries provides a free monthly space for personals, trade, & non-profit advertising.  
 
This month’s featured artist, Gina PDW, is a Sydney-based Pop-Ethnographer known for her 
“Historic Revisiations”. Herein, Gina takes us on a brief tour of their large collection of TV and 
Kids gameshow slime/gunge/Wet and Messy (WAM) images from the 1980’s. Gina’s other 
works include numerous forays into Spirit Photography and anarchist space colonies. 
 

       
Staying with the WAM theme, this month’s featured article is Dean Hamer’s hilarious “The 
Genetic Basis of WAM Fetish”. We are also privileged to have received a number of choice 
items for review this month. 

SUBMISSION & REPLY ADVICE: For contact/personals, we encourage you to include 
explanations and stories in your ad, and to submit in defunct poetic forms/literary registers. 
Include any images you want published, though space is a concern. We will endeavour to 
reproduce (and at least describe) items/media other than textual/photographic work we 
receive. A swap/chain-letter program will soon be established. All text formatting will be 
unified to ease production, unless deemed necessary. Each month Interstitial Bestiaries hosts 
a guest artist/image contributor whose work is featured throughout the publication. Email yr 
ads/submissions to interstitial.bestiaries@gmail.com before the end of each month for 
inclusion in the issue released in the middle of the following month. To reply to an ad or 
review in Interstitial Bestiaries, merely send your reply to interstitial.bestiaries@gmail.com 
with the subject line “Reply to…” & the number of the ad/entry. (E.g. The 1st ad herein 
“Dinosaur costume” would read “Reply to 3-1”) 
 
TAWDRY EDITORIAL DISCLAIMER: The editors of Interstitial Bestiaries make no claims 
at objectivity, morally or otherwise. Likewise, they take no responsibility for, express 
adherence to, or implicit promotion of any viewpoints, practices, or indeed lacklustre 
grammatical formations deployed herein. Any illegal sentiments, acts or thoughts discussed 
herein are strictly fictional, and serve only allegorical ends. In doing so, they necessarily 
bear no small resemblance to members of major political parties, police gay and lesbian 
liaison officers, or members of the Film and Literature Classification Board. The ‘authorial 
veracity’ of contributions is randomised to further this effect. Any injurious (or indeed insipid) 
incidents arising from contributors or contactees are strictly their own responsibility.  
 
 



Do you have a dinosaur costume?   
Dearest Nauseating Respondant, Wanna watch yr pet eat me out? Yr puppy needs a spit-bath? Fence-hopping, 
predatory death, neat swarms, coprophagic-ecstatic, meat-joy, HJ’s by the lion enclosure, raiding the dog-shit 
bins at the dog-park, cat-hoarders & vet apprentices especially, let’s make some films. All replies answered.  
# 3-1 
 
 
Haaay, 
Trot Manny Hess WAM-freak seeks job-free enabler for near-death quicksand experiences, neon slime-
slinging in treacle-ruined rooms, runny honey noses, soufflés dropped crossing the threshold, rituals 
involving/invoking apparent celebrity fluids/exudations, food/goo fights in activist meetings, fukkedup 
smoothies slurped from yr crevices, fake cooking shows, spandexxx & eels, exhuming dead gay celebrities & 
their fluids for gargling, Bulk syrup, slop-trash the elevator, pastry mummification, squatted WAM 
parties/exhibitions. 28y.o slurpy slut…  # 3-2 
 
 
Hoax Mermaid, 19th century, possibly British. Centre of historic controversy.  
Received for Review by Interstitial Bestiaries.      Reviewer: C. Lyell.         # 3-3 
We here at Interstitial Bestiaries are often privileged to receive such curiosities as the current item, which has 
been so generously offered for trade/swap to further the circulation of such historic treasures. We are always 
seeking to expand our collection, and have recently found our focus resting on Albert Koch’s 1845 Fake Giant 
Fossil Serpent, bog/peat/ice mummies, and celebrity/religious body parts and curios. Whilst the particular 
contributor of this tiny tinebral tidbit specified only that it could be “Well suited for use in Diorama or 
museum, or for particularly obscure cryptozoological trysts and fantasies”, We feel that further explication of 
her unique and indeed timeless qualities is in order, to unpack her generalized relevance to Our readership’s 
interests. Thus, I have penned the following, paying special attention to my ‘areas of interest’, hair and class: 
The total length of her ladyship is 25 inches, and she is composed in the usual regulation mermaid style, viz., 
half fish and half quasi-human. The face has a laughing expression of good-nature and roguish simplicity. Her 
ears are very pig-like, and certainly not elegant, and her nose is decidedly snub. The coiffeur is submarine, 
and undoubtedly, not Parisian: it would, in fact, be none the worse for a touch of the brush and comb…indeed, 
if I were a merdyke I would not fall in love with any mermaid who was not a great deal more particular in 
matters of hair-dressing than our friend under the glass case. From the looks of this feminine specimen, there 
must have been a famine price of provisions in general down in these splendid submarine regions, for our poor 
mermaid is very thin, and seems half-starved and terribly shabby, and altogether has a workhouse look about 
her.         
 
 
Dunktank Day Dreams  
I like to have banana cream pies smashed in my face by a fukking slut in tight pants at least 6 to 8 pies. As the 
slut is pieing me I like her to bash men as I’m masturbating between and into the pies and the women putting 
men down its incredible. At 20 I was watching the movie The Roustabout. I was significantly aroused by the 
scene where Joan Freeman was repeatedly dunked but was ashamed to tell my girlfrend. This began a series 
of dunktank day dreams and then I found a book about fetishes, that said about a man that had 700 women 
throw pies in his face. This made me feel better but jealous. This is where you come in. seeking finance and 
space to break this record. Dunktank pieing scene, aiming for 1000 pies, maybe requiring 25 sluts, pool/spa 
setting?, and lots of elasticised denim/spandex. Please contact clean 52y.o exec.: #3-4 
___________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
I’ll start with The Story of My Fantasy, of being a mini mare, that has been exxxpecially brought from an 
auction sale just for breeding, I was just one year old, and this guy came up to where I was tied up at the 
stalls, and he came over and prodded me and poked at me and lifted my tiny tail and checked out all my 
lovely jewelled private parts. He then opened my pussy lips and fingered me inside, and saw that I quickly 
became very wet, and I heard him talk nicely to me saying mmmmmmmm young lady I could see myself really 
getting along with you as you are making me very hard right now, would you like to come and live at my 
place, I have a nice male mini-Stallion who, would love to serve you when you are two years old, and as if I 
could understand him I gave a little horrrmm and he acknowledged my answer. Oh that’s quite it! If you’ll 
play along, I have the means. #3-5 



News From The Fauxist International: Home of Autogynephilic Autarchy, Australopithecine Augury, 
Paranormal Paraphilic Paroxysms, radical science & much more! Constantly updated, your source for all 
things Fauxist- exopolitics, syncretic/speculative literature, events & updates. News From The Fauxist 
International has topped 5000 views per week, and has been inundated by commentary and praise. 
Thankyou to our wonderfully insightful, ever-insightful fans, and all our link-bearing promoters. Coming 
soon: “2010, A Cyborg Manifesto: Genocide, Dada, Border Activism, Fucking Machines and Transsexual 
Interrogation Cyborgs.”, “‘It’s hard to even think about’ Musicians (Finally) Say No to Music Torture, 
While we wait for them to actually get the joke,” “Trials 1-4: The Fauxist Spirit Microphone Recording 
Sessions. A transcription and account of 4 experimental Spirit/EVP recording sessions conducted in 2010, 
including: “The Cryptozoology Tapes: Linguistic Analysis of voices audible on “Sierra Sounds”, the Bigfoot 
Tapes (1970-5), Further Fauxist Experiments Ethereal Ethnography “Paranormal Paleontology” 
(conversations between the spirits of Kennewick Man and Mungo Lady), and “Exolanguages & the Endless 
Signal: SETI, Alien Literature, and voices of space”, and “An Invisible Vatican needs more faith in 
modernism’s phallic refuse”. Visit: http://thefauxistinternational.wordpress.com/ 

 
 

     
 
 
“Gurl Thang”  
Finally! A support and discussion group run by and for tranny chasers, T-Girl lovers, and the TS-obsessed. If 
you yearn for chicks with dicks, guys with tits, or just can’t decide which, you are not alone! Gurl Thang 
holds fortnightly meetings with guest speakers including police liaison officers, psychologists, SRS surgeons 
& Jamie from Jerry Springer’s “My girlfriend has a preacher’s son”! Social outings. Next trip: Trans Day Of 
Remembrance, Nov. 21, MCC church. Meets in Surry Hills, a quick shiver from the Taxi Club. 
(Note: our sister group “T-Boy time bomb”, which meets every month in Newtown, can be contacted through 
the address below. Their next social outing: the Red Rattler Theatre, Marrickville.) XXXX 
 
 

Mmmmwahhhhh. Mmmmmmwahhhhh. Mmmmmmwahhhhh. After several minutes of kissy noises 
Lemondrop Slurp hung up the phone. “She’s going to wire the money.” She took out a pen and paper. “I’m 
calling the bank right now to authorize a withdrawal.” Lemondrop Slurp clapped her jewelled hooves together 
excitedly when she saw her account balance. Now she had quite enough money to catch up on her nasty 
hormone bills, make a few much needed repairs to the boudoir, and get those cute cupcakes tattooed on her 
haunches touched up & sparkling. “Who’s next on the list?” Cotton Candy asked as she munched on a daisy.  
“Carly” Lemondrop answered. Peachy tossed her mane with an air of superiority. “Carly is about to get 
Kidnapped”. Pony (& friends) loves sugarcubes. Seeking: suga-mumma/daddy/etc. for financed finery & 
debt-free debauch. To you: Ketamine/damaged glamour, rope, pony-fights, parades, prolapse & mucus. #3-6 



Received for Review by Interstitial Bestiaries from “Olfactory Onanist”:  
Perfumes: “Britney Spears Fantasy”  & “Paris Hilton”  Reviewer: Sheila M.    #3-7 
 
Britney Spears Fantasy poses a little bit of trouble, as my serenity is assaulted by its fuschia bottle encrusted 
with rhinestones. Bottle design is not an afterthought in the fragrance development process, therefore I wonder 
what juice it might contain. Yet, one does not wear the bottle, and my goal is to sample with an open mind. 
The fragrance opens up on a fruit salad note touched by sheer florals and dries down to a creamy vanilla with 
an overlay of woods. It is a nicely done gourmand fragrance, and even if I find it too sweet for my tastes, the 
result is fairly sophisticated, especially once the strawberry syrup element retreats into the background, and if 
find myself quite hard. I also revisit Curious, which is far less complex by comparison, even though it is a 
very wearable floral fragrance, with a pretty magnolia note. By the time I reach Paris Hilton, I feel quite 
pleased with myself. The entire process feels neutral and scientific, even though complete neutrality is 
impossible in the matters as subjective as fragrance. For the purposes of my task, I would borrow a phrase 
from the anthropologist Clifford Geertz’s The Interpretation of Cultures: "Just because a perfectly aseptic 
environment is impossible does not mean we might as well conduct surgery in a sewer.” Thus, I try Paris 
Hilton. I revisit it again later for a proper impression, which is of peaches and musk. It is sweet and girly, with 
a sugary fruit accord. Again, the level of sweetness is higher than what I can tolerate, but for someone who 
likes sweet fruity fragrances, it is a decent choice. For $39, I find it to be a far more interesting option than the 
newest Vanille Peach from Comptoir Sud Pacifique, which both considerably dampen my ardour.  
 
 
Offroad/4x4 Enthusiast? Own a vehicle? Let’s get a car stuck in the mud!  
When as a young child I saw a couple get their car stuck in the mud at a lake while on a picnic with my 
parents. Of course at that age I had no idea what was going with me but watching the wheels of their car spin 
and sink into the mud was making me very very sloppy wet! But the feelings only got stronger and grew into 
a general mud fetish. But getting stuck is still by far the most arousing thing that can happen to me. Although 
I would prefer a woman to be involved it really doesn’t matter as long as somebody gets stuck. The sight of 
their wheels spinning in the mud, the rocking and pushing in the attempt to get out of the mud are just the 
sexiest things on earth to me. Settles for: Videos of Alby Mangels, Leyland Brothers, Paris-Dakar rally, 4x4 
demos. Available most days.  3-8 
 
 
North Sydney looking for K9 experience        
Bi bear guy here (e++ f++ g+ k++ q++ r-- s++ t+), looking for North Sydney pet owners to share their K9 or 
other large pets. Would love to service your male pet in every way, in my slutwear. However, would love to 
play with your female pet just as well. Very desperate to do this ASAP. dd free, no pressure and non-
threatening personality. Very sexual and passionate. I also make costumes for doggies and love narrative play 
(esp. historical tableau). Bears and Trans to the front of the line, single guys, females and couples OK. 
Satisfying owners is absolutely possible and very probable if there is some chemistry and mutual attraction. 
Have many other fetishes that I would like to explore with right individuals. If experience proves to be good 
then something ongoing/recurring is definitely possible.  #3-9 
 
 
Desperately seeking Mystery Inflationist! 
I’m: the Woo Grrl with bat & herb tattoos and a Sociobiology Phd. You met Me at ConFest & again at the 
Ethnogenesis gathering.We talked about Artaud, tarot, esoteric lit, speculum HJ’s, swelling/swollen joints, 
AND saline/gas inflations. You: the beautiful dancer with blue hair. We talked about. Would love to 
reconnect! Include the name of X in your reply so I know it’s you.  Reply: #3-10 
 
 
Fake Race fetishist 
Blackface enthusiast, 26, GSOH, SD, Bottom, Sydney Area, into ritual Blackface application, collecting old 
videos & photographs. Manifest destiny, successionist & Jim Crow scenes, phrenology/craniometry/ 
anthropometry play, ethnographic spectacles and re-enactments (loves Gomez-Pena, J.W Lindt, Edward S. 
Curtis etc), vanilla sex, Frantz Fanon and post-colonial theory Slash fiction, bad costumes, museum dioramas, 
white troglodytes/jesus, seeks recommendations with view to eventual performance collaborations under 
working title “Trauma Replaces Shock as an Avant-garde tactic”.  #3-11 



MALE, 30 LOOKING FOR T-SHIRT FETISHISTS. LOVES GETTING WET IN GYM CLOTHES, 
ESPECIALLY T SHIRTS, WITH COLLEGE LOGOS. WHEN I SEE ROWING COXSWAINS (F) BEING 
THROWN IN THE WATER IN THEIR COLLEGE ROWING DUDS, THAT TURNS ME ON. I LIKE TO 
WEAR 4 OR 5 T-SHIRTS IN THE WATER AT THE BEACH. SOMETIMES JEANS & SWEATSHIRTS 
TOO. SUCKING SOUNDS OF WET CLOTHES. I HAVE AROUND 100 T SHIRTS, I MASTURBATE ON 
THEM. BATHING WITH THE RIGHT PERSON IN MANY SHIRTS. VIDEOS. NO PHYSICAL 
CONTACT.  CONTACT WITH PHOTO: ALL REPLIES ANSWERED #3-12 
 
 
Received for Review by Interstitial Bestiaries from “Olfactory Onanist”:  
Perfumes: “Britney Spears Fantasy”  & “Paris Hilton”   Reviewer: F.X Clash   #3-13 

 
Britney Spears Fantasy: Its unique smell is an essence of Alice’s childhood memories, a lovely vignette 
capturing the rosy fragrance of feline rectal mucus, ornamenting the rich treacle with the green note of 
cypress, which lends a sharp, dry quality to the top accord. Its subtle touch lightens that of the treacle, which 
forms the base. Paris Hilton: I reached over and turned the ornate silver faucet that hung out over the lake. The 
tap coughed and shuddered, and deep down in the bowels of the shop I heard the pipes belch. After a moment 
a big glob of thick pink slime, englittered with turquoise crystalline thickenings, which fed the Mantids, oozed 
out of the spigot and plopped down onto the taut surface of the treacle. Herbaceous, sugary notes spill into the 
heart of the composition inlaid with the rotten, lily-like sweetness of treacle-bile. I quickly reached over and 
spun the faucet off, as I love to watch the first mixings. I watched the thick lump of plasma spread out to 
cover the area of a large cat, giving off waves of odour. Other animals, in curious pairings and groups came 
down to drink at the lake, or carouse and fall in, as the first mantid had deployed its proboscises and began, 
with the characteristic lazy sewing motion, perforate my neck and throat, each puncture eased by the 
anaesthetic fluids which sent out ripples of cool, relaxing me. The animals watched as the second mantid lifted 
me into an arched pose, its lifting rhythm making helping me fukk the cats mouth. At the screaming of the cat, 
birds fell from the sky, peppering the lake surface with visceral noises. Each birds splot matched those of the 
second mantid puncturing my vertebrae, muffled by the treacle. The cat loomed above me, crying tears- 
instructive tears, each a homunculi, a crouching Lewis Carroll- as the lake breathed at the heat left in my 
body. 
 
 
 

      
 
 
Fuck a Duck 
At 31 I got my first duck carcass in the face. When my husband was working I went to a store and bought 
one. In the bath tub I pretended a girl I thought was sexy was doing it while I did it myself. I cleaned up and 
he never found out. Over the years I did this 53 times and keep a record of which girls I pretended did it to 
me. I used to think I was the only one who felt this way. Into: Duck bodyplay with other adepts, window 
shopping, duck season, associated meat play, stuffing, flesh masks & accessories. #3-14 
 
 
 



Mech-Whore 
Recent immigrant obsessed with military-industrial cyborgs, drones and mech-warfare, panoptic surveillance 
equipment/devices, robotic torture. Border patrol drones, bomb robots etc. Seeks: Makers of Fucking 
Machines, electronics/robotics engineers, artists for scenes featuring La migra/Border/alien chases, capture 
scenarios, Artificial Intelligence interrogation, holographics, machinic sensory torture, probing, malfunction. 
Ex-military/ASIO a major plus.  #3-15 
 
 
 Visionary Architecture Vamp 
Me/You/Us: willing feng shui/geomancy adept, interests: late Beckettian compositions, Godel, Kabbalah & 
Golem invocations, architecture students or design studios for supplies- lying on/crushing architectural scale 
models. Scenes calling upon sunken/submerged and frozen cities (Pyroclastic entombing etc), urban 
archaeological sites, utopian architecture, abject monumentality, pygmalionism, or the theories of Bachelard, 
Constant, Jameson, Oldenburg’s ‘Proposed Colossal Monuments’, or Danielewski’s “House of Leaves”. 
Suggested monuments or buildings and your personal accounts of erotic/spatial fixations and theories. Photos 
of architectural details etc., building-jump suicides. No spiritualists.   #3-16 
 

 
Transplant tourist  
27 y.o woman, Inner West Sydney w/ ready means to travel OS.  Interests: Transplant tourism, ‘neo-
cannibalism’. Ancient bodystealing motifs (Andean liver-eating Pishtaco monsters of the Andes, Jewish blood 
libel slanders etc), brain death/hott comas, biopiracy. Agamben’s “Homo Sacer”, 4th World black-markets & 
horror stories. Scars, stories and NGO reports, body-trafficking ethnographies, “Dirty Pretty Things”, urban 
legends about child kidnapping for organs/hookers drugging unsuspecting barflies who wake up in a hotel 
bathtub minus a kidney etc. Looking to meet: Organ dealers, medical anthropologists for story swaps. Organ 
donors w/ scars. Surgeons of any kind. Medical equipment collectors for fake operation/surgery play. Cutting. 
Animal organs taped on, raw meat. Economic topping scenes and captive/coercion organ removals. 
Photo/media swaps. All replies answered.    #3-17 
 
 
Received for Review by Interstitial Bestiaries from “Olfactory Onanist”:  
Perfumes: “Britney Spears Fantasy” & “Paris Hilton”    Reviewer: F.X. Clash 
 
Now Lewis, I thought, let me get this straight. According to your little narration that I wasn't supposed to hear, 
this bathtub was going to spill out my ultimate fantasy?! Whilst I couldn't think of a better way to cool off, 
I’m not sure the plasma-petrified corpse of the chessy cat breaching the treacle lake’s surface, covered with a 
nauseating suffusion of flowering mantid excrescences and simmering with the pox, eliciting a narrational: 
Wide-eyed with terror she watched as a huge bubble rose to the surface near the island. It grew and grew, 
bloating like a sick balloon, until finally it burst, sending strands of treacle-goop flying, the strongest missiles 
splattering her in a thick and heavy rain. There where the bubble had been, hung the bloated, fizzing corpse of 
the Cheshire Cat, its rank fur relinquishing a bouquet of incomparable vileness. "Relax honey, this isn't a 
coprophagy story," the Cat grinned, a little disquietingly, for after all he was a plasma-petrified corpse 
covered with a nauseating suffusion of flowering mantid excrescences and simmering with the pox. "Oh yeah, 
I had forgotten..." Alice said to no one in particular since the Cat had sank away, on some huge internal 
current of the lake. Wondering if indeed her tears had somehow fermented to form the treacle, she proceeded 
to get back into character and assess the situation. Altogether a wonderful new fragrance. Rush out and buy!! 
 
 
NEW from Triumph Prophetic Ministries!    We live in an age of unparalleled religious confusion!  
Controversy abounds!  New doctrines  come rushing in, perplexing thousands.  Now the flames are fanned 
over the nature of God and  Christ and Deity.  What IS the truth?  Here are insightful articles to help you in 
your quest for the  truth, the ultimate truth. New publications: “How LONG Was Jesus Really in the Grave? 
And what did He think about? A New Look at the 3 Days and 3 Nights!”  “James’ Ossuary Box– Incredibly 
Hard Proof of the Existence of Christ!”, “The Truth about ‘Holy Garments’: What Really Stained the Shroud 
of Turin”,”Four Special Bible Correspondence Course Lessons on Feline Symbolics!”, “The Parthenogenesis 
Factor– Is God Reproducing Himself Selfishly?”, “The Devil’s Organ: China Taking Over Panama Canal & 
America in Prophecy”.  See: www.pflag.com 



Feature Article: “The Genetic Basis of Wet and Messy (WAM) Fetish” By Dean Hamer 

Without doing any research, I would predict, using my knowledge of behavioural genetics, that WAM as such 
does not really have a true genetic basis. If a widespread behaviour, such as arousal by WAM has a genetic 
basis then this is usually because it has, at sometime or other had an adaptive evolutionary function. No matter 
how hard I try I cannot seem to think of any reason why people should have needed, during the course of 
evolution to cover each other in syrup, slime & slop! (Though feel free to email me if you can! 
fetishpsychology@hotmail.com ) However, it is still possible that genetics does play a role, even if it is not a 
direct one. For example, it is possible that genetics makes some people more pre-disposed than others to 
develop sexual links with things which do not directly lead to reproduction (such as seeing a woman in a wet 
T-shirt). This is by no means the only way that genetics could play a part in fetishism, there are many others, 
however, that is not something i'm going to go into detail with at the moment. Anyway, enough with the 
theoretical babbling, lets look at some (shaky!) evidence. It is likely that if the development of a WAM fetish 
has some kind of environmental influence, then people who live in different cultures are likely to stand a 
different change of developing the fetish. To investigate this I will use the same technique as in the fetish 
statistics page for estimating the number of people worldwide who have a WAM fetish, looking at yahoo 
clubs. In this case i have compared the results from the british and american versions of the site to estimate 
the proportion of people with a WAM in each culture.  
The results are as follows. 
Estimated proportion of population with a WAM fetish  BRITISH  AMERICAN   AUSTRALIAN 

0.7315%  0.3877% 0.00022% 
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